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                      Music in Our Life
People cannot live without music. They can listen to music everywhere even in the 
forest, when they walk and listen to birds singing.
Music can be classical and modern. Classical music is performed by symphonic 
orchestras in great halls. There are a lot of famous composers whose music is played 
nowadays. Classical music is serious and requires good understanding that's why it 
may seem to be boring and dull for someone.
Most people prefer modern music. Modern music is performed on TV and radio. 
Modern music has different genres: pop, rock, disco, rap, techno and others. Most 
young people like dance and pop. Older people are fond of jazz, rock and pop. There 
are a lot of singers and music bands who perform this or that kind of music. Now 
there are a lot of discs and records of different performers.
The last achievement in music production is a clip. Musical clips are short films 
accompanied by the melody. It may be a short story telling about the message of the 
song or simply a great number of different pictures. People like to watch clips 
because it’s not only listening to music but also watching interesting things. I’m fond 
of music and like to listen to it because it helps me to have good relaxation.



My favorite group



The artist bio: "Okean Elzy" (Ukr. Okean Elzy) is a Ukrainian rock band. In 2013, according 
to Ukrainian portal rock.ua were named the best Ukrainian rock band in the last 25 years.

In 1992, as a student, drummer Denis Glinin created a group "Clan of peace", which 
included his friends Andrey Golyakov (vocals), Pavel Gudimov (guitar), and their mutual 

friend Yuri Hustochka (bass guitar). The band performed mainly in the palaces of culture of 
his native city. After two years, Andrey Golyakov got married and left the band — "the Clan 

of silence" became a trio. In March 1994, the children got acquainted with 18-year-old 
student of the Department of theoretical physics Sviatoslav Vakarchuk. Summer 

Vakarchuk first visited the group rehearsal, and by the fall became a full member of the 
team. On 12 October 1994, as is commonly believed, has founded a new group "Okean 
Elzy". At this time, Sviatoslav became interested in the Odyssey of the Cousteau team, 

and since the guys in the band didn't rule out the possibility of international career added to 
the name of the cosmopolitan name "Elsa" (Elsa), which is simply everyone liked it. In the 
beginning the boys played a mixture of pop and rock music. Svyatoslav became both the 

lead singer, main songwriter and lyricist of the group.



The End


